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Reported by : Wolfgang Lintl, GER, CIMA 1st Vice President

1. Important activities, projects or events since last FAI General Conference:
   - 2nd FAI World Paramotor Championships in Legnica/Poland
   - 13th FAI European Microlight Championships in Wloclawek/Poland
   - 6th FAI European Microlight Championships in Brasov/Romania cancelled
   - October: 2nd Asean Oceanic Paramotor Championships in Terengganu/Malaysia

   A lot of additional work for being part of the WAG with three types of our sport: selecting participants. This showed us the limitation of voluntary work of a commission.

   Due to very personal reasons our Commission President was not able to continue with his duty since January. 1st Vice president was choosen to taking over the job and being ‘acting President’.

2. Positive and negative results:
   + With the Paramotor Slalom Championships we are able to show the attractiveness of this special paramotor events and the ability to attract sponsors to such events.
   - rising risk for participants
   - extra workload due to WAG

3. Main problem(s) encountered and solutions adopted:
   - We are facing more and more laziness of NAC ASC’s to nominate thereteams for championships at an early stage. This causes problems for organizer to calculate and to spend money before the event.
   - From year to year there are less countries/organizer, who are willing and able to run a FAI Championships. We have no solution so far.
   - Since two years we want to distribute small FAI medals for member of the winning teams. Although our commission has offered a solution avoiding an extra burden to FAI, there is still no solution. But negotiation with the Sports Director leaves me on a good cheer.

   Complaints about disproportionalte between the high price of a SL and no service given in exchange.
   - Delegates from several countries, nominated for or commission never attend our meetings, nor given any input by writing or responding to our requests. Solution can be: a wiser selection of delegates or/and a tighter review of the activities of persons who are involved in regards of international affairs by the NAC

4. Planned activities and projects for next year:
   - Rewriting the rules for Paramotor Slalom Championships to make it safer for partizipants. ........
   - Spread the burden of voluntary work on to more shoulders.
5. Proposals (if any) to FAI Executive Board, FAI Head Office or for the next General Conference:

6. Free reporting:
   I would like to thank the Secretary General, the Sports Director and all other people, who are working in FAI HO for helping CIMA and me as a newcomer. It is for the help, the patient attitude, uncomplaint help and valuable support.

   Date: 15. 19. 2015
   Signature: Wolfgang Lintl, CIMA, 1st Vice President.